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There is also an opportunity for a spark to be found in the horoscope compatibility love matches with Leo,
Aquarius and Pisces. Pisces needs a love that is supportive and encouraging of their dreams and visions to
make them become reality, as well as play make-believe with them as a form of intimacy. Find out more about
Cancer love compatibility by the zodiac sign here Leo â€” Zodiac Love Compatibility The Sun ruled sign,
Leo, is also a Fixed Fire sign, which further propels this lion into the center stage of all things. Being a
Mutable sign that loves having a partner for life, a Fixed sign is a good bet too. Some Earth signs are good
matches, as their down-to-earth qualities are well suited for the domestic comfort of a Cancer. Find out more
about Aquarius love compatibility by the zodiac sign here Pisces â€” Zodiac Love Compatibility Pisces is
often dreaming up its love matches, as a Mutable Water sign, but does long for having found love
compatibility in real life. Find out more about Sagittarius love compatibility by the zodiac sign here Capricorn
â€” Zodiac Love Compatibility Capricorn is a Cardinal Earth sign and truly has the strongest love
compatibility with fellow Earth signs. When that special spark or intense desire is missing, the answer is often
in your love horoscope compatibility. Water signs have a tendency to wash over Taurus with a wave of
emotions. They get on well with Fire and Air. These elements and the love signs within each one have unique
ways in which they experience and interact with the world around them that affects love compatibility.
Capricorn wants a straightforward connection to make a partner for life. Taurus is an Earth sign and does best
with others who share this element. The answers are symbolically and mathematically there for you to
determine your love signs with the help of astrology. It enables to confront any challenges from a place of
love. At the same time, Libra is interested in balance and demands harmony in relationships. While the
Earth-Water connection can be both good and bad, the love compatibility between a Taurus and the Water
signs is undeniable. That is why fellow Water signs are good matches, because they just get it. Click on the
percentage to read more about the match. Learning your love compatibility will help you delve into not only
how you connect and relate to others, but also how others connect and relate to you to form relationships with
purpose. As humans, we have been conditioned to seek love in one another for myriad reasons. Cancers are
also keen to nurture the signs with which there is love compatibility. The better you understand who you are,
the better you will be able to adapt to the life of your love signs. This means that our calculator bases its
results on some existent knowledge and will give you an advice and score to the best of its ability. Who knew
love could be so logical?


